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MERCADONA 2013: INTRODUCTION

While Inditex is dominating the clothing sector, Mercadona is the equivalent in Spain’s grocery retailing, 
and the two business models and strategies share a surprising number of core elements. 

While almost all businesses in Spain have felt the brutal impact of the crisis, the recession, far from 
undermining Mercadona, has actually strengthened its dominant position further. What’s more, the 
retailer has stormed through the worst downturn Spain has gone through since 1929. 

Mercadona sales have not only grown rapidly and outpaced its direct competitors in Spain, but Mercadona 
also outperforms most other leading European retailers. We believe that Mercadona’s success story has 
no parallel in European grocery at the moment.

The retailer has a unique business model and culture which is deeply embedded in every stage of the 
value chain. From its supply chain operation to research and new product development, its logistics 
infrastructure or its workforce management, Mercadona’s business model stands out.

Despite avoiding special offers and deals and hardly any advertising the grocer has become one of the 
most popular brands in Spain. The private label range is synonymous with low and stable pricing and is 
perceived as high-quality by shoppers. Mercadona’s range of private label health & beauty and cosmetics 
products have seriously impacted the premium channel and its brands have become the biggest sellers 
in many grocery categories Spain, outpacing the biggest brands. 

However the success is not only down to its unique business model, the retailer has also taken decisive 
action and bold measures when the crisis hit Spain in 2008, which have resulted in further market share 
gains.

As the company prepares to expand to other European countries, we believe it is time to provide you 
with an in-depth analysis into one of the most successful business models in the grocery industry 
worldwide. 



How has Mercadona managed to outperform its competitors •	
in Spain and grow steadily through the worst possible macro 
economic environment?

Which were the bold actions Mercadona took to overcome the •	
sharp economic downturn?

How is the crisis changing shopper profiles in Spain in surprising •	
and unexpected ways?

What enables Mercadona to constantly innovate its private label •	
ranges and keep ahead of branded manufacturers in terms of 
new product development?

Why has Mercadona’s range of cosmetics revolutionized the •	
market in Spain and stolen market share from both the premium 
and the mass ends of the cosmetics market?

Which countries is Mercadona expanding into?•	

Can Mercadona repeat its domestic success in another market?•	

Who are Mercadona’s inter-suppliers? And which role do they •	
play in Mercadona’s success story?

How has the retailer managed to become the most popular •	
grocery brand as rated by consumers with zero advertising spend 
on TV and press?

KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

FEATURES

In-depth analysis of Mercadona’s bold response to the crisis•	

Analysis of the competitive environment in the Spanish market•	

Exclusive insight into Mercadona’s unique business model•	

Deep dive analysis of the key role of Mercadona’s suppliers ensuring the retailer’s •	
success

Study of Mercadona’s stores and how they have evolved over time, including latest •	
initiatives and features

Includes exclusive in-store pictures of Mercadona’s outlets with detailed explanatory •	
footnotes

In-depth evaluation of Mercadona’s private label portfolio and the retailer’s own label •	
strategy 

Analysis of potential expansion strategies, including potential target countries and the •	
evolving role of suppliers from Spain and from the new markets

BENEFITS

Understand how the crisis opens up new opportunities for retailers that are able to •	
adapt to the changing market conditions quickly and effectively

Spells out the strengths of a successful business model that has proved resilient to the •	
economic crisis

Shows how relentless innovation in private label products pays off in market share terms •	
and grocer’s brand reputation

Benchmark your performance against the leading Spanish retailer and against the •	
leading private label brands 

Exclusive insights into Mercadona’s stores (including store pictures)•	

Find out about the competitive environment in the fifth largest grocery market in Europe •	
and apply Mercadona’s success factors in other markets in distress

Includes a guide for manufacturers willing to work with Mercadona when foreign •	
expansion starts

Recommendations for the day your brand will face Mercadona in your domestic •	
market

Find out how to compete with Mercadona’s own label products on the shelves•	

Shows which manufacturers have to fear from a retailer following Mercadona’s business •	
model and identifies the opportunity for those who are willing to adopt a similar vertical 
integration strategy
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Mercadona greatly bene�ted from the buoyant economy and the 

property boom the country was experiencing during most of the 

2000’s. To some extent however, the gains of Mercadona were 

considerably higher than those of other retailers.

Mercadona’s geographical expansion took advantage of the urban 

development of Spanish cities. Local authorities promoted the arrival 

of leading supermarket chains to �ll retail space, acting like anchors 

for new inhabitants. Retailers in such expansion areas enjoyed relatively 

low competition and bene�ted from a captive consumer base of young 

households willing to spend their money on groceries in the supermarkets 

and hypermarkets nearby.

Recent Developments: The years before 2008, the property bubble

Chart 10
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Mercadona was an attractive choice for developers and local 

authorities, as its popularity guaranteed that new home buyers 

would be interested in moving to those areas.

However, the burst of the property bubble in 2008, in addition to the 

collapse of the construction industry in the following years, sent shock waves 

through every sector of the Spanish economy, including the grocery retail 

industry. Most retailers were heavily indebted due to their recent commercial 

expansion, but access to credit and new loans was scarce. The value of retail 

property assets plummeted and retailer’s �nancial costs rose. Meanwhile the 

slump in consumption dented their pro�t margins.
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Rather than focusing on replicating Mercadona’s shopping experience 
abroad, the retailer aims to replicate its business model. That is, 
Mercadona will need consumers to perceive it as a local retailer that is 
engaged with the local economy. Moreover, Mercadona will need to engage 
with local suppliers from day one so that consumers will perceive it as a 
local retailer that sells products adapted to local habits and employs local 
suppliers.

Replicating that model abroad from scratch may prove extremely 
dif�cult for Mercadona. Potential overseas suppliers are not likely going 
to hand over important business decisions to the retailer as in Spain, where 
providers are willing to do so in return for increases in their turnover. The 
unproven record of Mercadona abroad will deter many grocery manufacturers 

Outlook: Mercadona aims to “make itself from there” and become local, the obstacles

from dedicating too many resources to the Spanish retailer. Mercadona will 
not be able to impose the exclusivity terms and tough conditions it 
imposes at home.

Other important factors of the Mercadona model – such as the lack of brand 
choice, the limited SKU range and few choice options per type of product – 
will also have to be tested outside Spain. Spanish shoppers do not mind the 
lack of brand choice at Mercadona’s outlets because they trust the quality 
of Mercadona’s own-label products and value their low prices. However it is 
likely to take the retailer years to persuade a new audience of the quality of 
its products and encourage them to shop at Mercadona.

Exporting its success at 
home to other countries 
will be challenging without 
adapting to local habits. 
Hams on sale at a 
Mercadona outlet
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